Summary
INTRODUCTION
The issue of the objects movement and the accuracy of the positioning is still current scientific and technical field. Independently on type of the moving object, there are many systems that allow to determine the position and other navigational parameters. The principle are basic physical and mathematical procedures, which create a technical system operating in real time and perform a specific navigation task. The content of this contribution is the issue of inertial navigation, which is based on the first and second Newton´s laws. Autonomy of the inertial navigation system is one of the basic advantages of application, as well as great possibility of integration with other navigation systems. Inertial navigation is constantly being developed, particulary in the aviation, marine and military applications. Structure of this contribution closely describes inertial measurement unit IMU, which is source of information for subsequent complex navigation calculations.
ERRORS OF INERTIAL SENSORS
The INS is characterized by suitable dynamic of navigation information and relatively small errors in determination of navigation parameters during short time period. This characteristic is directly dependent on accuracy and characteristics of the inertial unit. Sensor error is generally its inherent feature. This property is result of production inaccuracies, effects of the environment and other factors. For accurate function of the inertial system, which is based on integration of sensor output, accurate sensors should be applied. However, the accuracy is dependent on the price of the sensor measurement unit, which may be undesirable for some applications. Sensor applications with lower accuracy are determined by an accurate and long-term analysis of the sensor. More about sensor accuracy and errors in [1] [2] .
This contribution in terms of analysis describes error approximation using stochastic precesses, or completly describes sensor by means of mathematical relationships. In terms of stochastic processes, the main task of description and error modeling is to include funfamental aspects of error in particular model. Description of stochastic processes dealing with authors in publications [1] [2] . In this case, when the main problem is to determine error characteristics of low -cost sensors, the main error sources are bias and noise [2] . Long-term measurements reveal the behavior of mentioned phenomena and their possible long-term temporal variations. From this perspective is suitable to apply generated white noise and stochastic processes to model of sensor output, thereby achieving approximation of the slow phenomena. Slow phenomena can model also small changes in the constant value of sensor bias. Gauss -Markov process of first order or random walk are stochastic processes, which are used for slow phenomena modeling. The resulting error model consists of constant bias, noise part and part of long -term temporal variations. Mathematical descriptions of the noise model elements are as follows [2] :
In relations (1) and (2) performs variable x and its time derivation. In the first case (1), x defines the change description of random walk based on the current value of white noise w [2] . Second case (2) defines Gauss-Markov process of first order. For modelling of Gauss -Markov process is necessary to apply white noise w and to know correlation time T. More accurate description of the accelerometer error (3) or gyroscope error (4) is based on the following equations [3] .
In relations (3) and (4) are used following variables: N -nonorthogonality matrix b, d -sensor biases w -sensor noise S -Scale factor matrix μ -other errors These relationships are important for a comprehensive description of the sensor. The models include deterministic and stochastic components of sensor errors.
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNITS
For navigation applications is essential analysis of the unit based on long-term measurements. Long-term measurements allow us to create better models of stochastic components of sensor faults and thus have a positive impact on the accuracy of the task being performed. The most common tool for the analysis of stochastic components is Allan variance and power spectral density (PSD). Another important aspect in terms of choice and application of specific sensor unit is estimated rate of movement of the subject and integration with support systems (GNSS etc.) [9] . Following part is an example of IMU separation, which is based on features of sensor unit.
According to Table 1 ., IMU nAX5 is described by following parameters. The information in Table 2 with respect to the information set out in Table 1 categorize described IMU unit in class MEMS, as confirmed by the used source [5] . The analysis of the sensor is often based on application of the Allan variance or power spectral density. For better illustration is, based on the information in [5] , provided an overview of the results of Allan variance. The results [5] are based on 10 hour measurement of static data using sampling frequency of 10 Hz. Standard, which is the Allan variance is based on the IEEE and allows us to analyze seven types of noise. Careful analysis based on Allan variance is based on a large number of data obtained at specified and immutable conditions. Given the extent of the contribution is shown the result for the gyroscope of unit nAX5. 
TEST SIGNALS FOR INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The sensor outputs corrupted with noise, as well as mathematical models of sensors, are the beginning of INS navigation process. Inertial navigation model for the moving object is necessary to test considering more accurate reference inertial measurement unit. Mathematical simulation can be tested not only on the basis of real reference data but also using the generated input signals. If the equation for calculating the rate of velocity change in the navigation reference frame has following form [6] [8]:
(5) Then, for the generation of accelerations at the given input conditions is applied modified navigation equation in following form: (6) Those relationships (5), (6) are based on knowledge and modeling of the following parameters: -tranformation matrix from body (b) to navigation (n) reference frame -inverse transform matrix of -vector of specific forces expressed in body frame -vector of specific forces expressed in navigation referenceframe -skew -symmetric matrix of angular rates between navigation (n) and earth (e) reference frame expressed innavigation reference frame -skew -symmetric matrix of angular rates between earth (e) and inertial (i) reference frame expressed in navigation reference frame -velocity expressed in navigation reference frame -gravity vector expressed in navigation reference frame
The basis for the modeling of complex signals is based not only on acceleration (specific forces), but also on model of the gyro output signal. It is according to [6] based on the following formula:
(7) -skew -symmetric matrix of angular rates between body (b) and inertial (i) reference frame expressed in body reference frame -skew -symmetric matrix of angular rates between body (b) and navigation (n) reference frame expressed in navigation reference frame These equations are the basic idea for solution of inertial signals generator. It is important to note that this generated signal is noise -free. System errors in the case of application have only numerical origin. Benefit of this process is directed to the possibility of testing any noise model simply by adding noise to the modeled output [7] [10]. Following figures represent generated outputs of accelerometers and gyroscopes to simulate the test movement. Figure 1 Generated specific force (x -direction) Figure 2 Generated specific force (y -direction)
Outputs and their changes are specified by the user, as well as the beginning of the navigation task and changes of attitude angles. The outputs of the gyroscopes are decisive for determining the position angles and compile the transformation matrix between body and navigation reference frame. Simulation using the ideal signal was performed on the basis of sensor outputs generated with the orientation axes ENU (EastNorth -Up). This generated movement can replace comparison with reference IMU data. For simulation requirements of the navigation algorithm is also generated time vector. This is derived in terms of the number of cycles and is itself essential to the discrete time operation in the tested model. 
CONCLUSION

